West Muskingum Student Participation in Testing
Federal and state laws require all districts and schools to test all students in specific grades and courses.
There is no law that allows a parent or student to opt out of state testing, and there is no state test opt
out procedure or form. If a parent withdraws a child from participation in certain state tests, there may
be consequences for the student, the student's teacher, and the school and district. West Muskingum
requires parents to submit a letter if a student will not be testing and stating they understand the
consequences of said actions.
WHY ARE STATE TESTS IMPORTANT?
State tests are critical for measuring student learning and ensuring that every Ohio student receives a
high quality education. The results from state tests are how we hold districts, schools and teachers
accountable.
POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES FOR STUDENTS WHEN THEY DO NOT TAKE STATE TESTS
Schools must administer state tests and students are expected to take them. If a student does not
participate in state testing, there may be consequences for the student, the student's teacher, and the
school and district. Parents have the right to opt their student out of testing by writing
Third Grade Reading Guarantee
A student who does not take the state's grade 3 English language arts test will not have a score on that
test and may not be promoted to the fourth grade as part of the Third Grade Reading Guarantee, unless
an exemption applies. For more information on exemptions, visit the Department's website.
High School Graduation Requirements
A student who entered ninth grade for the first time before July 1, 2014, must meet curriculum
requirements and take and pass the Ohio Graduation Tests or meet one of the three graduation options
for the Class of 2018 and beyond to earn a high school diploma.
A student who entered ninth grade for the first time on or after July 1, 2014, must meet curriculum
requirements and take and reach the needed score on the tests for at least one graduation option to
earn a high school diploma. More information on the graduation requirements are on the Department's
website.
These options include:
i.
ii.
iii.

Cumulative performance earned on the state end-of-course tests or their approved
substitutes;
ii. A remediation-free score on the ACT or SAT college admissions test;
or iii. A workforce ready score on the WorkKeys test, in combination with an approved
industry-recognized credential.

English learners
A student who does not take the Ohio English Language Proficiency Assessment cannot exit the English
as a Second Language program.

